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PORTAL UPDATE - WHAT TO EXPECT 9/15/2021
HOME AND OVERALL PAGE TEMPLATE CHANGES

Theme updated:
1. Cream removed throughout (with exception of workflow background in workspace)
2. Alternate colors for rows in listing components
3. Bigger font size throughout
4. Header titles in bold
5. Page Template/Dashboard Personalization
PAGE TEMPLATE/DASHBOARD PERSONALIZATION

- Users can personalize their column headers
- This is for display purposes only
- This is a per-user setting
- Settings persist even after user logs off and logs back into the system
- User can remove the existing columns by unchecking
- User can re-order existing columns using the arrow
- User can export results to CSV
- User can adjust paging bar location as per preference
- User can Reset to Default at any time
ROUTING FORM CHANGES

- “Jump To” bar replaced with “Left-Hand Navigator”
- Navigator can be minimized for screen real estate
ROUTING FORM CHANGES CONTINUED

- Any selection lists that used to “Pop Up” will now “Slide In”

Examples:
- PI selectors, Org selectors, Sponsor selectors, etc.
“Hide/Show Errors” is replaced with “Validate” feature (This allows you to see exactly where missing information is in the RF)
• Exit/Save/Continue buttons float as screen scrolls
• Printer Version has “Back to Top” button
QUESTIONS

PROPOSAL SPECIFIC (WHAT/WHEN TO ROUTE): CONTACT YOUR SPA OR HIS/HER SUPERVISOR
https://research.ouhsc.edu/Research-Administration/About-ORA/SPA
or
hscora@ouhsc.edu
405-271-2090

SYSTEM/UPDATE SPECIFIC: SOONER TRACK HELP DESK
soonertrackhelpdesk@ouhsc.edu
405-271-2090 x46421